
Welcome to the vast world of Italian wine!

Italy is a land that spans roughly ten degrees 

of latitude and borders the Mediterranean 

Sea, allowing for a vast range of climates 

across the country. It contains several 

mountainous areas, which cause the 

formation of many microclimates within the 

regions themselves.

As of 2010, the Italian Wine Classification 

system is divided into four categories, with 

Vini being the lowest, then rising through Vini 

Varietali, Vini IGP, and finally Vini DOP. Vini 

DOP is then divided into two subcategories; 

Denominazione di Origine Controllata (DOC) 

and Denominazione di Origine Controllata e 

Garantita (DOCG - which means “Controlled 

and Guaranteed Designation of Origin” when 

translated into English). In Italy, DOCG is the 

ultimate classification. 

These cards are designed to help you learn 

about the top level of Italy’s classification 

system - the DOCGs - as they stand in 

September, 2016. There are currently 

seventy-four DOCGs classified in Italy, but 

more are sure to be formed in the future. 

As new DOCGs are legitimized and existing 

ones are modified, updated cards will be 

made available for purchase.

Although the DOCG classification was 

created in 1963 - along with the DOC 

system – it was not until 1980 that Brunello 

di Montalcino became the first appellation 

to receive this classification. By 2005, 

there were thirty-one zones designated as 

DOCGs. This rose to fifty-one by 2010 and 

as of January 2021 has reached seventy-six. 

There are currently no DOCs applying for a 

promotion to the peak classification, but with 

four regions claiming no DOCGs - Liguria, 

Molise, Trentino Alto Adige, and Valle d’Aosta 

– something is sure to change. Rumors of 

a proposal for an ETNA DOCG being in the 

works have certainly got this oenophile 

excited.

The DOCG legislation stipulates that in order 

to obtain the DOCG label, the wine must be 

analyzed and blind-tasted by a government 

representative or licensed personnel. In order 

to prevent tampering after analysis, the 

bottles are sealed with a government sticker 

that goes across the neck of the bottle and 

the top of the cork. This seal guarantees 

that the product inside has met with the 
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strict regulations required. The government 

also colour codes these stickers; using light 

pink or orange for sparkling wines, green for 

whites, and gold or magenta for reds, though 

these are all subject to change. 

For an appellation to qualify for a DOCG, it 

must first be classified as a DOC for at least 

5 years. Once this has been established, the 

appellation may apply to the government 

for the new classification. This application 

goes through a strict analysis, administered 

by a committee of experts appointed by 

the government. If the appellation is able to 

demonstrate unique climatic or geological 

characteristics, it will most likely be granted 

the title of DOCG, though it is still not 

guaranteed. When the application is passed, 

an advisory committee has the option of 

adding stricter regulations; including lower 

yields, higher alcohol percentages, longer 

ageing periods, and higher percentages of 

principal grapes; before creating the actual 

legislation. Though costlier to the consumer, 

the demand for a quality product continually 

shows DOCGs to have superior commercial 

success when compared with DOCs or IGTs.

Within the DOCG classification, there are 

some rules that can be applied to any 

appellation, though they may be subject 

to change upon confirmation that an 

appellation has a pre-existing title or 

regulation.

 » The label must indicate the vintage, 

unless it is a fortified wine, frizzante or 

sparkling wine.

 » Emergency irrigation is now permitted 

throughout Italy due to climate change.

 » The majority of DOCG wines may only be 

sold in bottles up to five litres.

 » Most wines have a minimum acidity of 

4.5 g/L.

In order for the DOCG label to contain the 

word:

 » Classico - Only a still wine from the 

oldest area of the appellation can use this 

designation.

 » Riserva - A white or rose wine must have 

undergone at least one year of ageing, while 

a red wine requires at least two. Sparkling 

wines fermented with the Charmat method 

require a minimum of one year of ageing, 

while the traditional fermentation method 

requires at least three.

 » Superiore - The yield per hectare of 

grapes is lowered by a minimum of 10% from 

the normal DOCG. The wines should increase 

by at least 0.5% in alcohol. Superiore cannot 

appear on the same label as Riserva or 

Novello.

 » Gran Selezione - The wine must be 

produced from estate owned vines but 

can be bottled by a third party. Wines must 

be subject to a longer ageing period than 

Riserva. The word “Selezione” may not 

appear on a label without “Gran” preceding it. 

Gran Selezione cannot appear on the same 

label as Superiore or Riserva, unless the wine 

already has that in its designation

 » Vendemmia Tardiva - A still wine, must 

be made from grapes harvested later 

than normal. Grapes can also be subject 

to a withering process on the vine or in the 

appropriate environmental conditions. Wines 

of this style tend to have a higher sugar 

content and more noticeable aromatics

 » Passito - A still wine, must be made from 

overripe or dried grapes that have been 

through a natural or conditioned withering 

process.
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In making these cards, we researched the 

Italian legislation, reading regulation after 

regulation, and tirelessly editing our work 

to ensure the more accurate information 

possible.

Each card can be broken into six sections. 

Across the top you will find the Appellation 

Title. As you read down the left side of 

the card, you will find the Grape Blend 

designated by a picture, the Terroir, and the 

Producers of Note. The right side column is 

dedicated to the Legislation for the normale 

product as well as any additional styles or 

crus, and finished with a Regional Map. 

The back of each card is available for your 

personal notes.

Appellation Title

This is the legal name required on the bottle 

label. It must be larger than most of the 

other print. In this section, you may see 

subtitles that tell you more information. If 

there are words in rounded brackets (---), 
it is an alternative or optional name for the 

appellation. Square brackets [---] represent 

a style of wine for the appellation and means 

there are multiple cards for that appellation. 

Third, if you see arrows », you are looking 

at a sub-zone/sub-region of the appellation 

that required its own card.

Underneath the appellation title is the 

location it can be found. This is written in 

province-region format. In Italy, a province is 

an administrative division that sits between 

a municipality and a region, like a county or 

district. These provinces are usually named 

after the largest city within it. A region is 

the first-level administrative division of the 

country, similar to a state of America. There 

are twenty regions in Italy.

Permitted Grape Varieties

Here you will find the grape(s) required by 

the DOCG. The circles are divided into two 

circles; the inner circle tells you the colour 

of the grape, the outer circle represents the 

vinification colour. A Pinot Nero for instance 

is a dark skinned grape, but can be vinified 

white, rosé or red (bianco, rosato, rosso). 

Some grape circles will have additional 

information so be sure to take that in.

Terroir

Any DOCG regulations stipulating elevations 

or exposures will be found here. You will 

also see many useful details about the 

appellation’s soil composition, climate, 

precipitation, winds, or anything else that 

may affect the final product.

Producers of Note

Producers that are known in the region for 

their wines. There will be some appellations 

which share the same geographical 

boundaries and therefore producers may 

make wines for multiple DOCGs.

Legislation

See the sample card for a detailed, line-

by-line explanation. If any category of 

restrictions is omitted by the card, it means 

no restrictions are in place for that DOCG.

The main or normale DOCG is represented 

by the requirements at the top of this 



column. If there is no alcohol level at the 

top, the normale wine is not being listed on 

that card. All of the information found here 

applies to all styles of wine located beneath 

it, unless otherwise dictated.

A style will be defined in capital letters and 

underlined by dots. Different styles may have 

different guidelines, but will only get more 

stringent as you read down the card. Styles 

such as Dolce, Riserva, and Superiore can be 

found here.

A subzone will be defined here if the style 

heading is preceded by a “»”. Typically, 

Classico is a subzone and will be noted 

as such. When you see “Vigna”, it signifies 

a vineyard/cru. The crus will be listed 

underneath, provided there was enough 

room. For some regions, the recognized 

geographic titles on the bottles are restricted 

to the nearby village or hamlet.

Regional Map

Showcases the region in which the 

appellation is found in. Italy is divided into 

twenty regions and they each have their own 

unique macro and microclimates. Mountain 

ranges are notes, as well as notable rivers, 

lakes and the sea. All regions are assigned 

their own colour for ease. See the “Map of 

Italy Wine Card” for a larger reference point.

A more detailed wine map is available at 

delongwine.com for purchase.

 

Sweetness Levels

Some appellations stipulate a minimum or 

maximum must weight or residual sugar 

in the final wine. This generally applies to 

Spumantes, Passitos and Late Harvest 

wines, but there are also still wines that 

require different sweetness levels, such as 

Romagna Albana in Emilia-Romagna. The 

accompanying charts dictate sweetness 

levels for still and spumante wines as per 

the European Union Regulations. Passito 

wines are generally on the sweeter side as 

the grape must is higher due to withering 

on the vine or dried in the appropriate 

environments. 

Any regulations involving sweetness levels 

will be found in the legislation section.

Sweetness Level Charts

Metric vs Imperial Comparison Chart

Italy Equals USA

Tonne 1 1,000 kg 1.1 short tons

HA 1 10,000 m2 2.47 acres

HL 1 100 L 26.42 GL

KM 1 1,000 m 0.62 mile

Metre 1 100 cm 1.09 yd

g/L 

Res. Sugar Spumante English

< 3
Pas dosé / Dosaggio 

Zero / Bruit Nature
No Dosage

≤ 6 Extra Brut Very Dry

< 12 Brut Dry

12-17 Extra Dry Off-Dry

17-32 Dry / Sec Medium

32-50 Demi Sec Semi-Sweet

> 50 Dolce/Doux Sweet

g/L 

Res.  Sugar Still Wine English

< 4 Secco Dry

< 12 Abboccato
Off-Dry/

Med. Dry

< 45 Amabile
Semi-Sweet/

Med.

> 45 Dolce Sweet
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ADD.- additional

ALBARESE- a famous type of soil in Chianti 

predominately which is clay-limestone

ALC.- alcohol

ALLUVIAL- soil composed of eroded 

sediments and soils usually by water, 

generally quite recently

ATMOSPHERE- a unit of pressure. Sea 

level is measured to one atmosphere or, 

1.013 bar/101325 Pa. Typically, every 4g/L of 

sugar added to the secondary fermentation 

in bottle adds one Pa/atmosphere. Usually 

pertains to sparkling wine. See below for 

chart of varying styles.

AUTOCLAVE- a fermentation process 

typically reserved for frizzante style wines 

which undergo only one fermentation 

process in tanks

B- blanc, French for white

BASALT- a finely-grained igneous rock 

rapidly cooled from lava

BIANCO- white, in Italian

CALCARENITE- a type of limestone that 

has more than fifty percent sand size 

carbonate grains formed by glacial erosion

CALCAREOUS- a sedimentary rock that 

forms from, or has a high proportion of, 

calcium carbonate in the form of calcite or 

aragonite

CHAMPAGNE METHOD- See “traditional 

method”

CHARD.- Chardonnay, the grape

CHARMAT METHOD- invented and 

predominately used in Italy, it is an 

alternative method for sparkling wines 

where secondary fermentation occurs in 

stainless steel tanks/vats which are sealed 

to trap the CO2 in the wine. Once complete, 

fined and filtered, the dosage is added 

to the tank and the wine is bottled under 

pressure to preserve the CO2

CLASSICO- the ancient/classic portion of 

the wine region whichtypically demands 

higher standards than the rest of the 

appellation

COMUNE- township or municipality, the 

smallest administrative division

DISCIPLINAIRE- a code of regulations 

governed by provincial/regional/national 

councils

DÉGORGEMENT- the process of a 

traditional method sparkling wine that 

removes the lees in the neck of the bottle 

after riddling 

DISGORGE/DISGORGING- see 

dégorgement

DIURNAL- refers to the variation of 

temperatures between day and night.

DOCG- in Italian, Denominazione di 

Origine Controllata e Garantita; in English, 

controlled and guaranteed designation of 

origin

DOSAGE- a mixture of base wine and 

sugar that determines the sweetness 

level of a traditional method sparkling 

wine, eg. BRUT, DEMI-SEC, added after 

dégorgement

GLOSSARY

bar of Pa Wine Style In Italian

< 1 Still Tranquillo

1-2.5 Slight Sparkling Frizzante

> 3.0 Sparkling Spumante



E- east

ERD- Earliest Release Date

EXPOSURE- the direction a hillside/

mountainside is facing

FLINT- a hard sedimentary rock made of 

quartz

FLUVIAL- deposits and/or landforms 

produced or found near a river

FRAZIONE- a small village, hamlet or 

territorial subdivision of a commune

FRAZIONI- the plural form of FRAZIONE

FRIZZANTE- a slight sparkling wine 

that must be bottled between 1 and 2.5 

atmospheres

G/L- Grams per litre, generally pertains to 

sugar content or must weight

GALESTRO- an Italian term for a soil 

comprised of loose marl and limestone, 

typically found in Chianti

GARNACHA- the Italian term for the 

Grenache grape

GNEISS- a metamorphic rock made of 

different colour bands that represent 

different mineral types 

GOVERNO METHOD- a winemaking 

technique developed in Tuscany in the 14th 

century where a winemaker saves a batch 

of harvested grapes from fermentation to 

partially dry. If the main batch appears to 

be slowing down or stopping, the partially 

dried grapes are thrown into the batch to 

create a new source of sugar for the yeast

GYPSUM- a mineral sulfate that commonly 

occurs in crystals and in other masses

HA- hectare, equal to 2.47 acres, equal to 

10,000m2

HL- hectolitre, equal to 100 litres or 26.418 

gallons

IGNEOUS- a rock produced under intensely 

hot conditions; rocks of volcanic origin or 

rocks crystallized from molten magma

ILLUVIUM- soil that has been displaced 

from one layer to another by rainwater. Soil 

moving vertically in the horizon

 KARST- the landscape resulting from large 

limestone deposits eroded by dissolution, 

forming caverns, ridges, sinkholes, towers 

and underground streams 

LAPILLI- small ash stones ejected from a 

volcano

LIMESTONE- a type of sedimentary 

rock consisting predominately of calcium 

carbonates steming from fossilized marine 

organisms and coral

LOAM- soil predominately composed of 

sand and silt with a small amount of clay. 

The proportions are usually 40/40/20% 

respectively

MACERATION- a process of winemaking 

where crushed grape skins are left in the 

juice until they have added the desired 

colour, tannins and/or aroma

MARTINOTTI METHOD- another term for 

Charmat Method

MASL- meters above sea level

MAX.- maximum

MC- metodo classico. See “traditional 

method”

METODO CLASSICO- Italian for the classic 

method. It refers to the traditional method 

of making sparkling wine. See “traditional 

method” for more information

MILLESIMATO-Italian for vintage. Defined 

here specifically for Franciacorta DOCG, 

this can be applied only to the vintage 

style of all three Franciacorta DOCGs. All 

Millesimato Spumante must have at least 

85% of the wine from the same vintage and 

must be labelled with said vintage. Can only 

be finished in sweetness levels Brut Nature 

to Extra Dry.

MIN.- minimum 

MM/YEAR- millimeters per year, refers to 

precipitation
6
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MONTE- Italian for mountain

MORAINAL- deposits such as clay, gravel 

and sand left behind by glacial drifts 

MUST WEIGHT- a measure of the amount 

of sugar in the grape which allows the 

winemaker to see the potential alcohol level 

of the dry wine. It is commonly measured 

in the vineyard to check the ripeness of the 

grapes which aides in selecting the time of 

harvest

N- north

NE- north east

NOBLE ROT- In Italian, Muffa Nobile, a 

form of grey fungus that rasinates grapes 

in dry conditions,making concentrated and 

sweet wines. When experienced in wet 

conditions, it is known as “grey rot” and 

destroys grapes.

NODULES- small formations of rock or 

minerals

NORMALE- the most basic wine that the 

DOCG refers to, usually the still wine, but 

not always

OAK- wood treatment for wine in the form 

of a barrel, cask or tonneaux

ON THE LEES- wines that are aged or 

bottled with deposits of dead/residual 

yeast. 

P.- Pinot

PARENT ROCK- the original rock from 

which something has formed, usually from 

the process of erosion or weathering. This 

rock influences the resulting soil 

PINOT BIANCO- Italian for Pinot Blanc, the 

grape

PINOT GRIGIO- Italian for Pinot Gris, the 

grape

PASSITO- the Italian term for straw or raisin 

wine. Traditionally, harvested grapes are laid 

out on straw mats in a well ventilated room 

or in the sun to dry out, and dehydrate the 

water content prior to vinification. More 

than likely, fermentation is stopped early 

so that the wine may have residual sugar. 

Passito wines are typically dessert wines

PINOT NERO- Italian for Pinot Noir, the 

grape

POGGIO- Italian for hill

PYROCLASTIC- rock formed or 

fragmented by volcanic activity

R.S.- residual sugar

RES.- residual sugar

REGOSOIL- arid surface soils

RESIDUAL SUGAR- the amount of sugar 

left in a wine after fermentation stops. 

Can also result from the addition of 

unfermentented grape must. 

RIDDLING- one of the last steps for 

Traditional Method sparkling wines. After 

the wine has aged/rested on the lees for a 

time, the bottles are placed on special racks 

at a 45 degree angle, given a slight shake 

and turned once a day or every other day, 

put back into the special racks with the 

angle gradually increased. This allows for 

all of the sediment/yeast from the second 

fermentation to settle in the neck of the 

bottle

RISERVA- Italian for RESERVE. The term 

is regulated and can only be applied to 

designated “better” wines or wines that 

follower stricter regulations. This typically 

results in higher alcohol and longer aged 

wines

RIVE- Italian term for vines planted on 

steep lands or shores. A term used for 

single-vineyard wines in the Conegliano 

Valdobbiadene Prosecco DOCG. Wines 

must be labeled with the vintage and the 

word RIVE followed by the village

ROSATO- Italian term for pinkish. This is a 

pink/rose wine. See “ROSÉ”

ROSÉ- a French term for a  pink wine that 

allows only minimal skin contact time with 



red grapes to give a pinkish hue

ROSSO- Italian for red. Red wine

S- south

SANDSTONE- sedimentary rock composed 

of sand, sand sized minerals and rock grains 

SAUV- an abbreviation for Sauvignon

SEDIMENTARY- deposited and solidified 

rock  that was transported by water, ice 

(glaciers) or wind. These rocks are often 

found deposited in layers in the crust and 

contain fossils

SCHIST- crystallized metamorphic rock that 

is coarsely grained and consists of different 

layers of minerals

SHALE- a type of sedimentary rock which 

is soft, finely stratified and formed from 

clay or mud

SILEX- a ground stone typically referring to 

ground silicia

SILICA- found most often in quartz but 

also in sand, flint and agate, it is an oxide of 

silicon

SILICON- a non-metallic element 

commonly found in combined mineral 

states in rocks. Makes up one quarter of the 

earth’s crust

SILT- a combination of sand and clay that is 

granular in size 

SOIL HORIZON- a layer of soil parallel to 

the soil crust whose physical differences 

differ from the layers above and beneath it

SORI- refers to the top of the hill. A 

Piedmontese term made famous by the 

winemaking house, Gaja

SPUMANTE- Italian for sparkling wine, 

achieved through the charmat/autoclave or 

traditional method. Must be greater than 

3.0 atmospheres.

SUBSTRATE- a layer of sedimentary rock 

with internal consistent characteristics that 

differ it from surrounding layers

SULFIDE- a compound of sulfur

SUPERIORE- Italian for “superior.” The 

term is regulated and can only be applied 

to designate “better” wines or wines that 

follower stricter regulations. This typically 

results in higher alcohol and lower yield 

wines.

SW- south west

TONS/HA- tons per hectare, see yield for 

more information

TRADITIONAL METHOD- a sparkling wine 

process commonly used in Champagne, 

France where it is also known as the 

Classic Method. These wines see two 

fermentations, once the first fermentation 

is complete and blended, the wine is 

bottled with yeast and sugar and closed 

with a crown cap. Bottles are kept on their 

side as the yeast eats the sugar and the 

resulting CO2 gets trapped in the bottle. 

The bottle is then rested on the lees for 

a minimum of nine months. Then slowly 

it goes through riddling, disgorging and 

dosage is added. Lastly, the wine is corked, 

caged, labeled and may be left to rest for 

longer or sold to consumers

TUFA- a type of limestone formed from the 

calcium carbonates deposited from a body 

of water, notably springs or a lake

TUFF- a volcanic rock made of the 

ejected ash during an eruption that, when 

deposited, compacts into a solid rock

VENDEMMIA TARDIVA- indicates a wine 

produced from grapes harvested later 

than normal. The grapes are aged/dried on 

the vines or in suitable conditions. These 

wines generally exhibit considerable sugar 

content and aroma 

VIGNA- vineyard, similar to a cru, can be 

regulated by the DOCG

W- west

YIELD- the measure of grapes or wine that 

is produced per surface unit
8
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A
ACQUI- Piemonte (see BRACHETTO D’ACQUI)

AGLIANICO DEL TABURNO- Campania

AGLIANICO DEL VULTURE SUPERIORE-   

 Basilicata

ALBANA DI ROMAGNA- Emilia Romagna (See  

 Romagna Albana)

ALEATICO PASSITO DELL’ELBA- Toscana (see  

 ELBA ALEATICO PASSITO)

ALTA LANGA- Piemonte

AMARONE DELLA VALPOLICELLA- Veneto

APANIUM- Campania (SEE FIANO DI   

 AVELLINO)

ASOLO PROSECCO- Veneto

ASTI- Piemonte

ASTI SPUMANTE- Piemonte

B
BAGNOLI FRIULARO- Veneto

BAGNOLI FRIULARO CLASSICO- Veneto

BARBARESCO- Piemonte

BARBERA DEL MONFERRATO SUPERIORE-  

 Piemonte

BARBERA D’ASTI- Piemonte

BARDOLINO SUPERIORE- Veneto

BAROLO- Piemonte

BRACHETTO D’ACQUI- Piemonte

BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO- Toscana

C
CALUSO- Piemonte (see ERBALUCE DI   

 CALUSO)

CANNELLINO DI FRASCATI- Lazio

CARMIGNANO- Toscana

CASTEL DEL MONTE BOMBINO NERO- Puglia

CASTEL DEL MONTE NERO DI TROIA   

 RISERVA- Puglia

CASTEL DEL MONTE ROSSO RISERVA- Puglia

CASTELLI DI JESI VERDICCHIO RISERVA-  Marche

CERASUOLO DI VITTORIA- Sicilia

CESANESE DEL PIGLIO- Lazio

CHIANTI- Toscana

CHIANTI CLASSICO- Toscana

CHIANTI COLLI ARETINI- Toscana

CHIANTI COLLI FIORENTINI- Toscana

CHIANTI COLLINE PISANE- Toscana

CHIANTI COLLI SENESI- Toscana

CHIANTI MONTALBANO- Toscana

CHIANTI MONTESPERTOLI- Toscana

CHIANTI RUFINA- Toscana

COLLI ASOLANI PROSECCO- Veneto (see   

 ASOLO PROSECCO)

COLLI BOLOGNESI CLASSICO PIGNOLETTO-  

 Emilia Romagna (see Colli Bolognesi   

 Superiore)

COLLI BOLOGNESI PIGNOLETTO SUPERIORE-  

 Emilia Romagna

COLLI DI CONEGLIANO- Veneto

COLLI DI CONEGLIANO REFRONTOLO- Veneto

COLLI DI CONEGLIANO TORCHIATO DI   

 FREGONA- Veneto

COLLI EUGANEI FIOR D’ARANCIO- Veneto

COLLI ORIENTALI DEL FRIUILI PICOLIT- Friuli  

 Venezia Giulia

CONEGLIANO VALDOBBIANDENE   

 PROSECCO- Veneto

CORTESE DI GAVI- Piemonte (see GAVI)

CÒNERO- Marche

CÒNERO RISERVA- Marche

D
DOGLIANI- Piemonte

DOLCETTO DI DIANO D’ALBA- Piemonte

DOLCETTO DI DOGLIANI SUPERIORE-   

 Piemonte (SEE DOGLIANI)

DOLCETTO D’OVADA SUPERIORE- Piemonte

E
ELBA ALEATICO PASSITO- Toscana

 ALPHABETICAL INDEX



ERBALUCE DI CALUSO- Piemonte

F
FIANO DI AVELLINO- Campania

FIOR D’ARANCIO COLLI EUGANEI- Veneto (see  

 COLLI EUGANEI FIOR D’ARANCIO)

FRANCIACORTA- Lombardia

FRASCATI SUPERIORE- Lazio

FRIULARO DI BAGNOLI- Veneto (see BAGNOLI  

 FRIULARO)

G
GATTINARA- Piemonte

GAVI- Piemonte

GHEMME- Piemonte

GRECO DI TUFO- Campania

L
LISON- Friuli Venezia Giulia

M
MALANOTTE DEL PIAVE- Veneto (see PIAVE  

 MALANOTTE)

MONTECUCCO SANGIOVESE- Toscana

MONTELFALCO SAGRANTINO- Umbria

MONTELLO ROSSO- Veneto

MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO COLLINE   

 TERAMANE- Abruzzo

MORELLINO DI SCANSANO- Toscana

MOSCATO DI SCANZO- Lombardia

MOSCATO D’ASTI- Piemonte

N
NIZZA- Piemonte

O
OFFIDA- Marche

OFFIDA PASSERINA- Marche

OFFIDA PECORINO- Marche

OFFIDA ROSSO- Marche

OLTREPÒ PAVESE METODO CLASSICO-   

 Lombardia

OLTREPÒ PAVESE METODO CLASSICO PINOT  

 NERO- Lombardia

P
PIAVE MALANOTTE- Veneto

PRIMITIVO DI MANDURIA DOLCE NATURALE-  

 Puglia

R
RAMANDOLO- Friuli Venezia Giulia

RECIOTO DELLA VALPOLICELLA- Veneto

RECIOTO DI GAMBELLARA- Veneto

RECIOTO DI SOAVE- Veneto

ROERO- Piemonte (see ROERO ROSSO)

ROERO ARNERIS- Piemonte

ROERO ROSSO- Piemonte

ROMAGNA ALBANA- Emilia Romagna

ROSAZZO- Friuli Venezia Giulia

ROSSO DELLA VAL DI CORNIA- Toscana (see  

 VAL DI CORNIA ROSSO)

RUCHÈ DI CASTAGNOLE MONFERRATO- Piemonte

S
SCANZO- Lombardia (See MOSCATO DI SCANZO)

SFORZATO DI VALTELLINA- Lombardia

SFURSAT DI VALTELLINA- Lombardia (see   

 SFORZATO DI VALTELLINA)

SOAVE SUPERIORE- Veneto

SUVERETO- Toscana (see SUVERETO   

 ROSSO/CABERNET SAUVIGNON/

 MERLOT/ SANGIOVESE)

SUVERETO CABERNET SAUVIGNON- Toscana

SUVERETO MERLOT- Toscana

SUVERETO ROSSO- Toscana

SUVERETO SANGIOVESE- Toscana

T
TAURASI- Campania

TERRE TOLLESI PASSERINA- Abruzzo

TERRE TOLLESI PECORINO- Abruzzo

TERRE TOLLESI ROSSO- Abruzzo

TERRE TOLLESI SPUMANTE- Abruzzo

TERRE ALFIERI ARNEIS- Piemonte

TERRE ALFIERI NEBBIOLO- Piemonte

TORGIANO ROSSO RISERVA- Umbria

V
VAL DI CORNIA ROSSO- Toscana

VALTELLINA SUPERIORE- Lombardia

VERDICCHIO DI MATELICA RISERVA- Marche

VERMENTINO DI GALLURA- Sardegna

VERNACCIA DI SAN GIMIGNANO- Toscana

VERNACCIA DI SERRAPETRONA- Marche

VINO NOBILE DI MONTEPULCIANO- Toscana
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ABRUZZO

Montepulciano d’Abruzzo Colline Teramane

Terre Tollesi / Tullum Passerina

Terre Tollesi / Tullum Pecorino

Terre Tollesi / Tullum Rosso

Terre Tollesi / Tullum Spumante

BASILICATA

Aglianico del Vulture Superiore

CAMPANIA

Aglianico del Taburno

Apanium- See Greco di Tufo

Fiano di Avellino

Greci di Tufo

Taurasi

EMILIA-ROMAGNA

Albana di Romagna- See Romagna Alabana

Colli Bolognesi Classico Pignoletto- see Colli  

 Bolognesi Pignoletto Superiore

Colli Bolognesi Pignoletto

Colli Bolongesi Pignoletto Superiore 

Romagna Albana

Romagna Albana Passito

FRIULI-VENEZIA GIULIA

Colli Orientali del Friuli Picolit

Lison

Ramandolo

Rosazzo

LAZIO

Cannellino di Frascati

Cesanese del Piglio

Frascati Superiore

Piglio- see Cesanese del Piglio

LOMBARDIA

Franciacorta Rosato/Rosé

Franciacorta Satèn Spumante

Franciacorta Spumante

Moscato di Scanzo

Oltrepò Pavese Metodo Classico

Oltrepò Pavese Metodo Classico Pinot Nero

Scanzo- See Moscato di Scanzo

Sforzato di Valtellina

Sfursat di Valtellina- see Sforzato di Valtellina

Valtellina Superiore

MARCHE

Castelli di Jesi Verdicchio Riserva

Cònero

Cònero Riserva- See Cònero

Offida Passerina

Offida Pecorino

Offida Rosso

Verdicchio di Matelica Riserva

Vernaccia di Serrapetrona

PIEMONTE

Acqui- See Brachetto d’Acqui

Alta Langa

Asti Spumante

Barbaresco

Barbera d’Asti

Barbera d’Asti Superiore

Barbera del Monferrato Superiore

Barolo

Brachetto d’Acqui

Caluso- See Erbaluce di Caluso

Cortese di Gavi- See Gavi

INDEX BY REGION
Each title listed has its own DOCG card in the set.

If there are multiple of the same title, it will be represented by a parenthesis. Recent past titles are listed.



Dogliani

Dolcetto d’Ovada Superiore

Dolcetto di Diano d’Alba

Erbaluce di Caluso

Gattinara

Gavi

Ghemme

Moscato d’Asti Frizzante

Moscato d’Asti Veddemmia Tardiva

Nizza

Roero Arneis

Roero Rosso

Ruchè di Castagnole Monferrato

Terre Alfieri Arneis

Terre Alfieri Nebbiolo

PUGLIA

Castel del Monte Bombino Nero

Castel del Monte Nero di Troia Riserva

Castel del Monte Rosso Riserva

Primitivo di Manduria Dolce Naturale

SARDEGNA

Vermentino di Gallura (2)

Vermentino di Gallura Passito

SICILIA

Cerasuolo di Vittoria

TOSCANA

Aleatico Passito dell’Elba- see Elba Aleatico  

 Passito

Brunello di Montalcino

Carmignano

Chianti

Chianti Classico

Chianti Colli Aretini

Chianti Colli Fiorentini

Chianti Colline Pisane

Chianti Colli Senesi

Chianti Montalbano

Chianti Montespertoli

Chianti Rufina

Elba Aleatico Passito

Montecucco Sangiovese

Morellino di Scansano

Rosso della Val di Cornia- see Val di Cornia   

 Rosso

Suvereto Cabernet Sauvignon

Suvereto Merlot

Suvereto Rosso

Suvereto Sangiovese

Val di Cornia Rosso

Vernaccia di San Gimignano

Vino Nobile di Montepulciano

UMBRIA

Montefalco Sagrantino

Torgiano Rosso Riserva

VENETO

Amarone della Valpolicella

Asolo Prosecco

Bagnoli Friularo

Bagnoli Friularo Classico

Bardolino Superiore

Colli Asolani Prosecco- See Asolo Prosecco

Colli di Conegliano Bianco

Colli di Conegliano Refrontolo

Colli di Conegliano Rosso

Colli di Conegliano Torchiato di Fregona

Colli Euganei Fior d’Arancio

Conegliano Valdobbiadene Prosecco

Conegliano Valdobbiadene Prosecco Rive

Fior d’Arancio Colli Euganei- see Colli Euganei  

 Fior d’Arancio

Friularo di Bagnoli Classico- see Bagnoli   

 Friularo Classico

Friularo di Bagnoli- see Bagnoli Friularo

Malanotte del Piave- see Piave Malanotte

Montello Rosso

Piave Malanotte

Recioto della Valpolicella

Recioto di Gambellara

Recioto di Soave

Soave Superiore
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